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Let's Firgure This Out



Accept – then act.
Whatever the present
moment contains,
accept it as if you had
chosen it. Always work
with it, not against it.

ECHART TOLLE



Radical Acceptance
 
 
If someone could not see the sweetness, intelligence, and true nature of who you are; then, the
fault was not yours.
 
Consider that maybe you haven’t been so kind to yourself, always basing your self-worth on
someone lacking in it too. 
 
You let go of the part that wanted to be seen through the clothes you wore, the way you
disguised yourself as a social copy, and the way you called attention to yourself. That was
never the real you.
 
The real you is hidden so far inside that it seems like a burden to go back in time and retrieve
the perfect parts of yourself. Those are the parts you felt the need to defend with a different
persona.

And then it hit me...

Why does it matter what people think of me when I am being 100%
authentic? I cannot go any farther than my own truth. Why am I trying to
guess somebody's truth with my words and actions and constantly seek

validation? Well, the truth is...I was protecting myself from my own truth,
because some parts were complex and quite frankly, ugly. That's when I
truly started healing. The ego is lazy and will not go out of its way to seek

answers, but I wanted answers. I wanted the truth.

Radical Acceptance is a Buddhist practice that centers around the idea of
impermanence. Buddhism sees suffering as the result of attaching to
temporary conditions. This can be perceived as sad, like, "Everything comes
to an end". But if all conditions lasted forever, the bad ones would last
forever too. The salvation of being human is the ability we have to prevail
through both good and bad conditions. Use this to your advantage, this is
already something truly empowering.

Lesson:

Accept the good and bad experiences in
your life as your truth. There is freedom
in acceptance. This is your life and these
are your experiences. 



Remembrance and
reflection how
allied. What thin
partitions divides
sense from
thought.

ALEXANDER POPE



Reflection
Going back into the past is hard, they don't prepare you for this in schools and not in most
families either. People who confront the radical acceptance stage (step 1) of their story, proceed
to seek more answers, primarily Why? and Why me?
 
Your lesson is unique, just as your experiences are. Understand that every single person has
their own plate to confront and digest. This is the part where people lose faith in a God-head or
in an electrifyingly positive force that understands only love. 
 
It is okay to lose faith for a little while. It is okay to find comfort in the attachments you are used
to. You are human, make space for mistakes. Part of the journey for each and every one of us is
coming to terms with the nature of being human, as simple as that sounds. To love yourself, you
must love your nature. And our nature is imperfect. Become okay with that. 

Why me?

Because all my talents and creativity come from my survival mechanisms.
Anxiety is my friend if I think of all the beautiful poetry and ideas to

better other people's lives that I came up with. Whatever I went through,
willingly or unwillingly, is part of some cosmic butterfly effect plan guiding
me towards my purpose and mission...which you can see and read in what
I'm sending back out right now. I hated hearing this myself, "It's all part

of the plan". Believe it or not, there is some beautiful, overriding plan
putting everything in its rightful place. 

Reflection is a practice that manifests through journaling, meditation, late
night talks with friends, and sometimes arguments. Complexity is best
understood when no associations are predisposed. True reflection relies on
setting aside personal perceptions and looking at things from both sides.

Lesson:

Reflection is powerful in the sense that it
can change present perceptions, which
are combinations of past experiences
and future anxieties. Maybe there is
something that can be dealt with to 
prevent inner tension and future
progress.



True forgiveness
is when you can
say, “Thank you
for that
experience."

OPRAH WINFREY



Release
There comes a time when holding on to trauma and hurt feels toxic and unnecessary.
 
Those experiences formed you into the person that you are today, they made you see the world
in a unique way that cannot be replicated by anybody else.
 
It is okay to accept them while also releasing the bad parts and keeping the good. After all,
everybody's mission is to find inner peace and feel content with their lives.
 
Release the pain, but keep the lessons.

Release the Bad

I  became aware of my trauma, the roots of my thinking and found myself
dwelling on the pain. I lived in a bubble of resentment, a victim mentality.
I knew that I could either dwell in this state and systematically pass this
energy on to other people or I could learn from it to stop these patterns

from repeating. My resentment at the people who influenced my life
negatively transformed into self-sabotage. I was only hurting myself and

there was no need.

Release feels both comforting and lonely at the same time. We grow so used
to our deprecating conversations and without them, we feel empty. This is
only a phase and a necessary one for growth. Releasing the anxious,
sensitive energy that formed around those conversations is the most
liberating sensation. The transformative power of releasing and forgiving can
bring you to a state of further acceptance and pride in the life you have lived
and will continue to live.

Lesson:

Release what has become a reality
between actual reality and speculative
one. A sort of middle ground. Emotions
are empowered by the energy we give
them. Choose the emotions you prioritize
and emphasize in your life wisely.



I love those who can smile
in trouble, who can gather
strength from distress, and
grow brave by reflection.
'Tis the business of little
minds to shrink, but they
whose heart is firm, and
whose conscience approves
their conduct, will pursue
their principles unto death.

LEONARDO DA VINCI



Now, comes the creation of a new lifestyle, a new way of thinking, and new influences in your
life.This is the most creative phase, because it motivates dreams and passions forgotten by
mental blockages to come alive again.
 
This is where you will start to see all the positivity and light that will become your life.
 
Relapse to previous patterns is normal due to the cementing quality of conditioning. That is
alright, make space for human error and imperfection.
 
Start looking for new ideas, philosophies, and practices that could bring more joy to your life.
This is intimidating at first, stepping out of the comfort zone of what you know. Find comfort in
newness, in the steady rhythm of change, and in the new knowledge you obtain.
 
 Re-create what matters

I love creative expression and found solace in it from a young age. Where
did all of that go? Why could I not make a career out of that? The truth

is...I was afraid to be the fullest expression of my self as a compassionate,
sentient, and positive person. There was a time in my life when all of those

things became classified as disadvantages. I could not rationalize both
the idea of fitting in and creating on my own at the same time. I am

comfortable in my self-knowledge to pursue creative passions as parts of
my life as a whole.

Coexistence of sometimes opposing talents and skills is what makes us
human, it is what makes us unique and impact-worthy. We've boxed
ourselves into these super specialized boxes of limited mobility. But, the
merging of different boxes is what will make us feel whole and driven.  

Lesson:

Old structures break down naturally with
time, but self-awareness gives you the
opportunity to spearhead the changes in
your life. It is truly a beautiful experience
to be in charge of your own destiny.

Reform



l o v e ,  l i g h t ,  a n d  g r ow t h
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